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Private companies are a unique asset class – 
correlated not to the market but to entrepreneurial 
drive. This is an arena where you can achieve better 
returns for the risk you take. Yet this asset class is 
dominated by funds and institutions, shutting out 
most individual investors.

I want to make private company investing more  
accessible. That is why Rockpool has  established this 
self invested personal pension scheme as a simple, 
low cost route to private company investing. 

“

”



ENHANCE YOUR PENSION 
RETURNS

WITH PRIVATE COMPANY INVESTMENTS

Opening a Rockpool SIPP is the simple, low-cost way to allocate part of your 
pension savings to private companies, adding diversity to your portfolio.

 
OUR APPROACH

We search for established and profitable private companies where there is an 
opportunity to build value through investment. We undertake thorough due diligence 
and negotiate the best terms for investors.  

FLEXIBLE

Choose each investment individually with our SelfSelect service or use our AutoSelect 
service to build your private company portfolio automatically.

We offer a choice of investment strategies: equity for higher returns or loans for 
income and more predictable returns. 

OPENING YOUR ROCKPOOL SIPP

If you are not satisfied with the returns available on traditional assets, opening a 
Rockpool SIPP could be a smart step. You need to have at least £100,000 of pension 
savings available to transfer in. 

To open your Rockpool SIPP, read this brochure together with the Key Features 
document and then complete the application form.

Capital is at risk and there is no guarantee of any return. Private company 
investments are illiquid and this means you may not be able to sell your investment 
when you want to.



INVESTMENT FOCUS

Our focus is on companies which are profitable and growing, typically with 
revenues of £5m to £30m. They are small enough to be owner-managed yet well 
past the risky start-up phase. They are not yet large enough to attract traditional 
private equity funds or strategic buyers, but ready to embark on the journey to get 
there. They need patient capital and some help to professionalise. We call them 
‘transformer companies’. 

 
Our support, together with the incredible drive and commitment of the owner-
managers, help transform these businesses to the next stage of growth. Our aim  
is to achieve a sale in a competitive process and maximise investor returns.  

STRATEGIES

Choose equity or lending to match your risk/reward profile or create a mixed portfolio.  
We expect to source 8 to 10 opportunities per strategy per year.

EQUITY

Invest in well-established businesses aiming to grow rapidly. The target for our  
equity investments is to achieve capital gains of around 300% over a 5-year period. 
Any capital gain is tax-free in your Rockpool SIPP.   

LENDING 

Lend to well established businesses with strong equity backing. This strategy aims to 
deliver high rates of cash interest over a 3 to 5-year period. Most loans also share in 
capital growth.

£350m 70
INVESTED COMPANIES

3,000+
INVESTORS



OVERVIEW
BUILDING YOUR PORTFOLIO

Your Rockpool SIPP can only invest in private company opportunities through 
Rockpool and you can only fund your Rockpool SIPP by transferring funds from other 
pension arrangements. Contributions are not permitted. This helps to keep our 
administration simple, and we pass on the benefit to you with very low charges.

HOW TO INVEST 

You can choose each company on its own merits with our SelfSelect service.  
We will send you our investment reports and you can pick the companies you like, one 
by one. 

Alternatively, you may prefer to use our AutoSelect service. Just tell us how much you 
want to invest in each strategy and how many companies to spread the funds across. 
Your funds will be allocated automatically as opportunities become available. There’s 
no easier way to build a private company portfolio that matches your risk profile.

TAKING BENEFITS 

The Rockpool SIPP operates for Flexi-access drawdown, giving you the flexibility to 
take benefits when it suits you.

CHARGES 

We charge an annual fee of £250 plus VAT for the Rockpool SIPP but only if the funds 
that you transfer are in drawdown or if you designate all or part of your uncrystallised 
funds for drawdown.

Opening a Rockpool SIPP may not be suitable for you. You should seek advice 
from a suitably qualified adviser before transferring funds into the SIPP or taking 
pension benefits.



OPENING YOUR SIPP
COMPLETE THE APPLICATION FORM 

• Minimum amount £100,000

• Rockpool requests transfer(s)  

• Transfer of funds is completed

• Your Rockpool SIPP is ready to make investments 

INVESTING

• Choose AutoSelect for investments to be made automatically

• Or SelfSelect and instruct us on individual investments

• Reinvest capital and income payments if you wish

• Regular reporting available via our platform 

TAKING BENEFITS

• Seek financial advice

• Designate amount for drawdown

• Receive tax free lump sum 

• Receive monthly income payments if required 

TRANSFERRING OUT 

• Transfer cash out to another pension provider

• Transfer process initiated by other pension provider 

• Transfer of investments not available 



  

IMPORTANT INFORMATION
PLEASE READ THE KEY FEATURES DOCUMENT IN CONJUNCTION  
WITH THIS BROCHURE.

Investing in private companies through 
a SIPP may not be right for you.  Please 
think carefully about the risks involved. 
Unless you have an expert understanding 
of private company investing you should 
seek independent professional advice 
before investing.  Rockpool is not able to 
provide advice.  

It is possible that your SIPP may not 
get back all the money that is invested.  
There is no guarantee of capital or 
any return. Past performance is no 
guarantee of future performance.  
Unquoted investments are illiquid, and 
you may not be able to sell them when 
you want to.

FEES AND CHARGES

We only charge your Rockpool SIPP 
a  fee if you hold or designate funds 
for drawdown. The current fee is £250 
plus VAT per annum. We don’t charge 
investors for making investments through 
Rockpool. Instead we charge each 
investee company an arrangement fee 
at completion of the relevant investment 
and an annual monitoring fee thereafter. 

PAYMENTS

Interest and capital repayments received 
in your Rockpool SIPP will be held as 
cash until you give instructions to re-
invest or to drawdown or transfer out. 
You can instruct us to reinvest these or 
request to take benefits. Please read The 
Rockpool SIPP Key Features document 
and the Rockpool SIPP Drawdown Key 
Features document for full details. 

DIVERSITY

If you choose the AutoSelect Service, 
you instruct Rockpool to invest the 
amount applied for across at least the 
number of companies selected. The 
amount invested in each company will 
be determined by an allocation formula, 
which includes provision for scaling in 
the event of over-subscription.  Rockpool 
will not exercise discretion in applying 
the allocation formula. We will not accept 
your application if the amount divided 
by the number of companies you specify 
would result in less than £2500 being 
invested per company.

COMPLIANCE 

Our services are not funds or 
unregulated Collective Investment 
Schemes or discretionary services.  

SAFE CUSTODY

Your pension funds will be held in a 
custodian account pending investment.  
Your SIPP’s loan notes or shares will 
be registered in the name of a nominee 
selected by Rockpool and your SIPP will 
be the beneficial owner.  

CONFLICTS OF INTEREST

We may act for investors holding loan 
notes and for investors holding shares in 
an investee company and we may  
be granted options to subscribe for 
shares in an investee company. If a 
conflict of interest arises we will seek  
to act in the best interests of all investors 
through Rockpool.  



Rockpool Investments LLP is registered in the UK (OC369009) and is authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority.
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This document constitutes a financial promotion 
pursuant to Section 21 of the Financial Services 
and Markets Act 2000 and has been issued by 
Rockpool Investments LLP, which is authorised 
and regulated in the UK by the Financial 
Conduct Authority (FCA firm number 572300).

Nothing in this document should be regarded as 
constituting legal, taxation, investment, or other 
advice and prospective investors should consult 
their own professional advisers before investing.

If you invest through a Rockpool SIPP, you will 
do so under the terms and conditions set out in 
the application form provided by us and under 
the terms of the Trust Deed and Supplemental 
Deed and the the Rules of the scheme.

This document does not constitute, and may not 
be used for the purposes of, an offer or invitation 
to treat by any person in any jurisdiction outside 
the United Kingdom.

This document and the information contained 
in it are not for publication or distribution to 
persons outside the United Kingdom. 

It does not constitute a public offering in 
the United Kingdom. Rockpool has taken all 
reasonable care to ensure that all the facts 
stated in this document are true and accurate  
in all material respects.



KEY FEATURES
ROCKPOOL
SIPP

Private Company Investment Specialists

The Financial Conduct 
Authority is the independent 
financial services regulator. 
It requires us, Rockpool, 
to give you this important 
information to help you to 
decide whether this product 
is right for you. You should 
read this document carefully 
so that you understand what 
you are buying and then keep 
it safe for future reference.
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Introduction 

This document details the main features of a Rockpool SIPP and is designed to help you decide 
whether it is right for you. If you are unsure about any aspect of your pension arrangements or about 
the benefits and risks of opening a Rockpool SIPP or making  investments, you should seek advice 
from a suitably  qualified adviser. 

Rockpool will not advise you or your Rockpool SIPP on any matter, including taking pension benefits, 
tax and investments. The information in this document is based on our understanding of current 
law, practice and taxation, any of which may change. Rockpool Investments LLP is authorised and 
regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority under registration number 572300.

A Rockpool SIPP is an arrangement under the Rockpool Personal Pension trust, which is governed by 
a Trust Deed and Rules as amended from time to time. In the event of any discrepancy between the 
Key Features and the Trust Deed and Rules, the Trust Deed and Rules will prevail.

Why open a Rockpool SIPP

You may wish to open a Rockpool SIPP in order to invest, in a tax-efficient way, money that you wish 
to access from your chosen retirement age, or which could be used to provide benefits for your 
spouse, civil partner, dependents or nominated beneficiaries in the event of your death, subject in all 
cases to relevant restrictions, amounts transferred in or out, and investment performance.

Your commitment

You must ensure that you understand the features, benefits and risks of a Rockpool SIPP and of 
private company investments.

You must decide how and when you wish to take benefits from your Rockpool SIPP, subject to relevant 
restrictions set out in the terms or established by law or regulation. You understand that, under 
current UK law, pension benefits cannot usually be taken before the Minimum Pension Age, which is 
currently 55 and is set to rise to 57 in 2028 and then remain at 10 years below the State Pension Age.

You must provide us with any information we require when setting up your Rockpool SIPP, when 
requesting transfers-in, designating for drawdown or paying benefits. You must agree to be bound by 
our client terms and the Trust Deed and Rules of the Rockpool Personal Pension.
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Risks

This is not an exhaustive list of all  risks involved in investing through a Rockpool SIPP. 

The value of your Rockpool SIPP and the potential income  from it is not guaranteed. You may not get 
back what you put in. Any drawdown income, tax free lump sum and future transfer value may be 
lower than shown in the illustration we provide for any reason including the following reasons:

• Transfers-in or out may be less than illustrated

• Investment performance may be lower than illustrated

• You may start taking your drawdown income earlier 

• Tax rules may change

• Charges may be higher than shown in the illustration

Risks of transfers

When you transfer out of another pension scheme, you could lose your entitlement to any guarantees 
or bonuses provided in that scheme and you could be subject to costs charged by the transferring 
operator.

If you are entitled to draw benefits before age 55 or are entitled to a pension commencement  
lump sum in excess of 25% of the fund value, you may lose these entitlements on transfer into a 
Rockpool SIPP.

Investment risks

Capital is at risk and there is no guarantee of any return. The value of your investments can go down 
as well as up and is not guaranteed. Past performance is not an indication of future performance. The 
investments available through your Rockpool SIPP will be investments in private companies, which 
are not readily realisable, so you may not be able to sell them  when you want to do so.

Changes in legislation

Future legislative changes could affect your Rockpool SIPP, including changes to the tax treatment of 
pensions, the benefits available and the types of investments allowed.
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GENERAL

What is a Self-Invested Personal Pension (SIPP)?

A SIPP is a pension scheme that allows you to make  your own decisions about investment and 
drawdown. A SIPP allows you to draw your pension benefits directly from the scheme assets. There is 
no requirement to purchase an annuity.

What is a Rockpool SIPP?

A Rockpool SIPP is a Self-Invested Personal Pension (SIPP). Your Rockpool SIPP will be an 
arrangement as part of the Rockpool Personal Pension trust, which is registered with Her Majesty’s 
Revenue  and Customs (HMRC) as a tax-exempt pension scheme. Rockpool Investments LLP is the 
Operator and the Scheme Administrator and the Scheme Trustee.

Your Rockpool SIPP will have two trustees: you and Rockpool Investments LLP. You will be a co- 
signatory to all transactions, except  as provided in the Trust Deed,  giving you wide-ranging control 
over your pension fund.

Can I open a Rockpool SIPP?

Provided  that you are a UK citizen and resident in the UK, you are eligible to have a personal pension. 
Residents and citizens of other countries may be eligible dependent on individual circumstances.

To open a Rockpool SIPP, you need to complete the Rockpool SIPP application form, including at least 
one transfer-in request form and sign the Supplemental Deed. As part of the application form, you 
need to confirm that you are a sophisticated investor or that you have net assets of at least £250,000, 
excluding  your home and pensions, and that you understand the risks of investing  in private 
companies.

What are the charges for a Rockpool SIPP?

We do not make any charge for a Rockpool SIPP unless some or all of the fund is designated for 
drawdown. When you first designate  any part of your Rockpool SIPP for drawdown or first transfer-
in funds already in drawdown, we will charge the administration fee. We will charge a further 
administration fee on the anniversary of that date in every year that your Rockpool SIPP remains 
open. The annual administration fee is currently £250 plus VAT. There are no charges for any 
investments made by your Rockpool SIPP. Our charges may change in future. We will notify you in 
advance if we increase our charges.

Are there any restrictions on the number of pensions I can have open?

There are no restrictions on the number of pension providers that you can have pension savings  with.

Is a Rockpool SIPP a Stakeholder Pension Plan?

A Rockpool SIPP is not a stakeholder pension plan. A stakeholder pension may meet your needs 
better than this SIPP.
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Values calculated using the assumptions

MID RATE 5%
At end of year Investment to date Income Effect of deductions 

to date
What you might get 

back
1 100,000 - - 105,000
5 100,000 - - 127,000

10 100,000 - - 162,000
HIGH RATE 8%

At end of year Investment to date Income Effect of deductions 
to date

What you might get 
back

1 100,000 - - 108,000
5 100,000 - - 146,000

10 100,000 - - 215,000
LOW RATE 2%

At end of year Investment to date Income Effect of deductions 
to date

What you might get 
back

1 100,000 - - 102,000
5 100,000 - - 110,000

10 100,000 - - 121,000

Illustration of performance 

The Financial Conduct Authority is a financial services regulator. It requires us, Rockpool Investments 
LLP, to give you this important information to help you to decide whether a Rockpool SIPP is right for 
you. You should read this section of the Key features document carefully so that you understand what 
you are buying, and then keep it safe for future reference.

Below is a generic illustration, meaning that it does not include any assumptions personal to any 
specific investor. It shows a set of calculated future values based on assumptions about the amount 
invested and rates of growth. The illustration is based on a single transfer-in of £100,000.

The High Rate and the Low Rate are set as 3% less and 3% more respectively than the Mid Rate; 
these differences are prescribed by the FCA. The rates are all nominal, so they do not take inflation 
into account. Inflation could significantly reduce the real value of your fund. We will send you annual 
statements to help you keep track of the value of your fund.

Investments are assumed to grow at 5% annually (“Mid Rate”). The target rate of return for 
investments available in a Rockpool SIPP is higher than this, but the FCA prescribes 5% as the 
highest permissible rate for an illustration. 

The illustration does not show any deductions for charges as there are no charges for a Rockpool 
SIPP unless it holds crystallised funds, meaning funds that you have designated for drawdown. For 
crystallised funds, there is an annual administration charge, currently £250 plus VAT. This could 
increase in the future.

What are the risks?

You should not rely on the figures shown in this illustration. Investments can fall in value and your 
fund may be worth less than you invest. Investments in unquoted securities are not readily realisable, 
so there is no reliable basis on which to project future cash availability. As a result, a Rockpool 
SIPP should not be relied on for income. For this reason, the illustration does not show any regular 
income. You may choose to draw as income any cash that is held in your Rockpool SIPP, subject to tax 
rules. If you draw income, the value of the fund will reduce and any growth will be on that lower base.
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Funding  your Rockpool  SIPP and making investments

How can I fund my Rockpool SIPP?

You can only fund your Rockpool SIPP by transferring assets, limited to cash or private company 
investments approved by Rockpool, from another registered UK pension scheme. We do not accept 
contributions to your Rockpool SIPP. This helps us to minimize administration and keep the charges 
low. A Rockpool SIPP is designed for investors who have already built up significant savings in one or 
more pension funds and wish to gain exposure to private company investments.

What do I need to do to make a transfer?

Rockpool will request the transfer(s) directly from your existing pension provider.

Is there a minimum transfer amount?

The minimum initial cash  transfer to open a Rockpool SIPP is £100,000, which may consist of 
transfers from more  than one pension provider, provided that the transfer requests can be made at 
the same time. The minimum subsequent transfer is £10,000.

What investments can I make through my Rockpool SIPP?

Your Rockpool SIPP can hold cash and any investment which has undergone a due diligence 
investigation led by Rockpool and been made available to Rockpool SIPPs. Due to the in-depth nature 
of such due diligence investigations, the number of investments made available to Rockpool SIPPs is 
not likely to exceed 10-20 per year. 

No potential investment will be made available to any Rockpool SIPP unless Rockpool expects it to be 
of interest to a significant number of Rockpool SIPPs. All approved investments will be securities, such 
as shares and loan notes, issued by UK private limited companies that qualify as “genuinely diverse 
commercial vehicles”. If any investment is proposed for your Rockpool SIPP into a company of which 
you are a director or in which you have a shareholding or control, it is your responsibility to ensure 
that you and your Rockpool SIPP do not control the investee company and that the relevant limits 
on ownership (usually a maximum of 20% if you are a director of the company) are respected. Your 
Rockpool SIPP will not hold any “taxable property”, such as residential property and tangible assets.

How do I make investments through a Rockpool SIPP?

In order to use cash  in your Rockpool SIPP to make investments, you need to complete an AutoSelect 
application for automatic allocation into equity or loan investments or an Application to Invest form if 
you wish to choose investments  one by one.

How will I know how my investments are performing?

We will provide you with an annual statement showing  you details of any payments made into or out 
of your Rockpool SIPP, investments and returns, and the current value of your Rockpool SIPP.  
We will also provide you with a projection of your benefits. You can access the valuation of your 
Rockpool SIPP’s portfolio via our online platform at any time.
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Pension benefits

How can I take benefits from my Rockpool SIPP?

Benefits can only be taken from a Rockpool SIPP under “flexi-access” drawdown. Drawdown 
is complex. We recommend that you seek appropriate professional advice before requesting to 
designate any or all of your fund for drawdown. We will only accept drawdown instructions if we are 
satisfied that you have received appropriate professional advice or where you give us reasonable 
assurance that you understand the risks involved.

You can apply to designate any part of the value of your main Rockpool SIPP account for drawdown 
at any time, provided that we will only process one such request in any 12 month period. If we accept 
your designation application, we will transfer the agreed amounts of cash and/or securities from 
your Rockpool SIPP main account to your Rockpool SIPP drawdown account. If you transfer in from a 
pension which is already in drawdown, the transfer-in amount will be credited to your Rockpool SIPP 
drawdown account.

If you opt to receive a pension commencement lump sum, the lump sum will be payable from your 
Rockpool SIPP drawdown account and the balance can then remain invested or be used to provide 
you with an income. You may draw down income from your Rockpool SIPP drawdown account as a 
one off payment or as monthly payments on a specified day of the relevant month. We may vary the 
timing of payments without notice to you for administrative or banking reasons. Benefits will only be 
paid in sterling (GBP) to a UK bank account in your name or to an account on which you are a joint 
signatory.

We will not pay income or permit designation for drawdown if you do not meet any requirements set 
out in the pension regulations then in force.

To find out more  about flexi-access drawdown for a Rockpool SIPP, please refer to the Rockpool 
flexi-access drawdown key features document. 

What might I receive when I wish to take pension  benefits?

The amount of benefits available will depend on the size of your drawdown member fund at the 
time of drawing benefits. This will depend on the amount of your Rockpool SIPP fund that you have 
designated for drawdown, how long it has had to grow and whether the expected performance of 
the investments made has been achieved. Some potential outcomes will be set out in an illustration 
provided to you.

Do I need to confirm my expected retirement age?

Yes, please confirm this on the application form. If you do not confirm this, your expected retirement 
age will default to 75 years of age.

Lifetime allowance charge

When you reach  age  75, we, in our capacity  as scheme  administrator, are required by law to 
conduct a Lifetime Allowance test on your Rockpool SIPP. In the event of a Lifetime Allowance Charge  
being payable, we will deduct  this amount from your Rockpool SIPP account(s) and remit it to HMRC.

Do I have to take pension  benefits?

There is no requirement to take benefits from your Rockpool SIPP at any time. Your Rockpool SIPP 
can continue to hold investments and you can reinvest any income  or capital  repayment.
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When can I start drawdown?

You can designate all or part of your Rockpool SIPP for drawdown from your 55th birthday (57th from 
2028). It may be possible to commence drawdown earlier than age 55 if you are in serious ill health or 
have a protected retirement age.

What happens to my Rockpool SIPP when I die?

Upon your death, the distribution of the death benefits will be decided by Rockpool as the Scheme 
Trustee. Please complete the ‘expression of wish section’  of the application form  to nominate 
your beneficiaries, so that your wishes can be taken into account. You can change your nominated 
beneficiaries at any time.

We may require your beneficiaries to transfer out all funds to other pension arrangements.

Serious ill-health lump sum

If we receive evidence from a registered medical  practitioner that you are expected to live for less than 
one year, you may have the option of taking the cash proceeds of your Rockpool SIPP as a lump sum. 
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Other important information

Cancellation

You can cancel any application, whether relating to  
1) opening a Rockpool SIPP or  
2) transferring funds into your Rockpool SIPP or  
3) designating funds for drawdown, at any time up to 30 days after we receive the signed 
Supplemental deed, the request for the transfer of funds or the drawdown designation form 
respectively. 

You can waive this cancellation right by signing the cancellation waiver on the relevant form. We 
will not process any investment instruction until the cancellation period has ended unless we have 
received a signed cancellation rights waiver.

Termination

We reserve the right to require that you, or any successor(s), transfer cash out of your Rockpool SIPP 
if your Rockpool SIPP holds no investments.

Transfers-out

You can transfer cash  out of your Rockpool SIPP to another registered pension scheme in the UK 
at any time, subject to the terms of the Trust Deed. You should take tax advice before doing so. The 
minimum transfer-out is £50,000 or the balance of the account.

Any part of your Rockpool SIPP that has been designated for drawdown must be transferred as a 
single amount at the same time to the same provider.

Taxation

We cannot provide advice on taxation. The comments in this document are only of a general nature and 
you must not rely on them  when making  your decisions. Investments made in a pension are normally 
free of UK income and capital gains tax. Any dividends received do not count towards your annual 
Dividend Allowance and interest received does not count towards your Personal Savings Allowance.

Any drawdown payments from your Rockpool SIPP will be made net of any tax that we are required 
to deduct. In most circumstances, a 25% lump sum can be drawn free from any tax charges. All other 
pension drawdown payments made to you will be treated as earned income and be subject to income 
tax at your marginal rate. The tax you pay will depend on your circumstances and tax rules at the time.

When you first draw funds from your Rockpool SIPP, it is likely that tax will be deducted on an 
emergency basis. After the first payment is made, HMRC should then provide a tax code directly to 
us to be used  for any future payments. We can only change your tax code if instructed to do so by 
HMRC. You may wish to contact your tax office to obtain the correct tax coding notice. Any over-paid 
or under-paid tax should be settled with HMRC by you directly. 
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Will you pay my adviser?

If you have agreed to pay adviser charges to your adviser in relation to investments made by your 
Rockpool SIPP, we will use funds held in your Rockpool SIPP to pay the initial adviser charge 
detailed on the form which instructs us to make investments on behalf of the SIPP. Any on-going 
adviser charge will be paid if there are sufficient funds in your Rockpool SIPP to pay these. It is your 
responsibility to ensure that there is sufficient cash to pay the ongoing charges to your adviser. If at 
any time there is not enough cash  to cover the charge due, then the charge will accrue and be paid 
at the next payment date if sufficient funds have become available. If part of your Rockpool SIPP is 
in drawdown and part is not, adviser charges will be debited from the part of your Rockpool SIPP 
account that is not in drawdown.

Does cash in my Rockpool SIPP earn interest?

Any interest earned on cash  held for your Rockpool SIPP will be retained by Rockpool and will not be 
credited or due to you or your Rockpool SIPP. All interest paid in relation to investments made in your 
Rockpool SIPP will be credited to your Rockpool SIPP.

How safe is the cash held in my Rockpool SIPP?

Cash transferred into your Rockpool SIPP will be held in our client account until it is invested or 
drawn down or transferred out to another pension. Rockpool is authorised by the Financial Conduct 
Authority to hold client money and is required to report to the FCA on a monthly basis, including 
balances and any discrepancies. 

Any cash  held in your Rockpool SIPP account for your Rockpool SIPP will be held in a Rockpool client 
account for which the bank has provided confirmation, using the standard form prescribed by the 
FCA, that the account holds only client monies and is not the property of Rockpool.

Are investments through a Rockpool SIPP covered  by the FSCS?

The investments available through a Rockpool SIPP are not covered by the FSCS deposit guarantee. 
You may be able to claim compensation from the FSCS if Rockpool is required to pay you 
compensation and is unable to do so.
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How to contact us 

If you have any questions regarding a Rockpool SIPP or our investments, please contact us on 0203 
8548 100 or email team@rockpool.uk.com

How do I complain? 

If you are not satisfied with the service provided to you and you wish to complain, please contact our 
Head of Client Services at the address below. Your complaint will be acknowledged and dealt with in 
accordance with our Complaints Procedure, a copy of which will be sent to you.

If the matter is not dealt with by us to your satisfaction, you may refer this to the Pensions 
Ombudsman or the Financial Ombudsman Service as shown below.

Alternatively, the Pensions Advisory Service can assist you and may be able to resolve matters 
without the need for Ombudsman involvement.

 
The Pensions Ombudsman 
11 Belgrave Road, London SW1V 1RB 
Tel: 020 7630 2200

Email: enquiries@pensions-ombudsman.org.uk 

The Pensions Advisory Service (TPAS) 
11 Belgrave Road, London SW1V 1RB 
Tel: 0300 123 1047

Web: www.pensionsadvisoryservice.org.uk 

The Financial Ombudsman Service (FOS) 
South Quay Plaza II 
183 Marsh Wall, London E14 9SR 
Tel: 020 7964 0500

Email: complaint.info@financialombudsman.org.uk 

Important notes

The information in this document is based on our understanding of current law, practice and taxation, 
any of which may change.

Full details of the contract between you and Rockpool Investments LLP as Trustee are included in our 
SIPP Terms; these form part of the application form and are available upon request.
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